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Fast Track
Compliance Tracking that Counts!

CPE/CLE Participation Tracking and Certification for Adobe® Connect™

Fast Track

If your governing body requires proof of attendance and participation in your CPE/CLE credit courses and webinars you
already know how challenging it can be to capture the required data.
With Fast Track you can concentrate on your content and running the event while the tracking and certificate issuance
takes care of itself. The system automatically issues challenges to attendees at intervals you determine with optional
randomization so your subscribers cannot predict when the next popup will arrive.
We record the time at which each user is challenged and how many seconds it takes them to respond. For users who
meet your pass/fail criteria, the system automatically issues beautiful, fully personalized PDF certificates via email.

Automated Challenges

Fully personalized PDF Certificates

Auditable data retained for 4 years

Post-event surveys
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Runs as a simple add-in pod in any Adobe Connect Pro meeting (hosted or licensed)
Pause and Resume Tracking when you break for lunch or overnight, for multi-day events
View live updates and see at a glance who is missing challenges in your events
Support for multiple, branded challenge screens based on your needs
Customizable Auto-Generated Post-Event Surveys or redirect to your own survey engine
Supports unlimited Jurisdictions where users may be licensed in multiple States or Countries
Fully customizable CPE/CLE certificates for every Jurisdiction personalized for each user
Auto-Generation of post-event emails with links to the user’s CPE/CLE Personalized Certificates
All personal certificates are retained on our system for Five Years with instant access
Fully Auditable Database with time-stamped records for every Challenge and Response
Search for any user in any event and instantly re-issue lost or misplaced certificates
Search for any Presenter and review their evaluation ratings over one or multiple events
Optional support for tracking in Connect Pro recordings – great for monetizing your content
Optional customization to push CPE/CLE credit data back in to legacy systems
Optional customization to pull registration data from legacy systems to create Adobe users
Optional SSO integration to eliminate the need for users to log in to your Adobe Events
Supports unlimited Presenters and multiple Presenters in every event
Set your own Challenge/Response and Pass/Fail criteria

Try it FREE!
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